Abstract-In this paper we present HATCH, a novel hash join engine. We follow a new design point which enables us to effectively cache the hash table entries in fast BRAM resources, meanwhile supporting collision resolution in hardware. HATCH enables us to have the best of two worlds: (i) to use the full capacity of the DDR memory to store complete hash tables, and (ii) by employing a cache, to exploit the high access speed of BRAMs. We demonstrate the usefulness of our approach by running hash join operations from 5 TPC-H benchmark queries and report speedups up to 2.8x over a pipeline-optimized baseline.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the rise of Internet of Things and Big Data, faster query processing capabilities has gained significant attention. One of the most time-consuming query operations is the table join. Previous studies have demonstrated that table joins can account for more than 40% of total execution time [1] . The hash join consists of a build phase using the smaller table to make the hash table and a probe phase where  all keys in the larger table are probed against the hash table  for matches. 
II. HATCH: PROPOSED DESIGN
The most critical issue in table joins is hash collisions. They happen when the hash function hashes different keys to the same index. Collisions are inevitable and need to be handled appropriately. This issue may convert into a bottleneck if it's handled in a non-optimized manner like software fallback mechanisms [2] which can cause extra latencies. Due to the scarcity of on-chip BRAM resources, previous FPGA implementations envisioned building the hash table in high-latency DDR memory. In this paper we propose HATCH, a novel hash join engine that works fully in hardware. HATCH better utilizes the FPGA resources by employing caching of hash table entries in BRAM, meanwhile resolving hash collisions in hardware.
The main components of HATCH are; hash table is made in RAM, cached hash table in BRAM, buckets to store value of tuples, a linear feedback shift register (LFSR)-based hash function and a content addressable memory (CAM) to handle read-after-write hazards in the build phase. In the proposed architecture, bucket overflow issues and nested collided keys are handled by employing a linked list structure. In HATCH, BRAM is used to cache some entries of hash table. All [3] . Our engine was design to work at 200 MHz on a VC709 Evaluation board with a Virtex-7 xc7vx690tffg1761-2 FPGA and two DDR3 memories of 4 GB each. Simulation results for some TPC-H queries, are reported in Table I for 10G dataset. In the baseline version, BRAM is not employed to cache the hash table entries but its other components are same as HATCH.
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